Abstract—Nowadays, API Specification Mining is an important cornerstone of automated software engineering. In this paper, we introduce SpecTackle, an IDE-based experimentation platform aiming to facilitate experimentation and validation of specification mining algorithms and tools. SpecTackle strives toward (1) providing easy access to various specification mining tools, (2) simplifying configuration and usage through a shared interface, and (3) in-code visualization of pattern occurrences. The first version supports two heterogeneous mining tools, a third-party graph-based miner as well as a custom sequence mining tool. In the long term, SpecTackle envisions to also provide ground-truth benchmark projects, a unified pattern meta-model and parameter optimization for mining tools. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Specification mining has evolved to become a cornerstone of automated software engineering and researchers have proposed numerous data-mining based approaches for inferring different types of patterns from source code. As in any other field of research, understanding, experimenting with, and building on existing approaches is an essential step toward advancing the field of specification mining. With SpecTackle, we aim to facilitate these steps by providing an experimentation platform which supports easy, streamlined access to various existing specification mining tools.

The primary element of distinction between different types of algorithms is their specification meta-model, i.e. what type of patterns they can infer. A survey and categorization of different specification mining algorithms can be found in [1]. With SpecTackle, we focus on the largest category of algorithms which deals with finding temporal constraints on how APIs elements, typically methods, may correctly and safely be used [2]. In the following, we refer to this type of specification simply as API usage patterns.

The major challenge in specification mining has always been the low accuracy of the algorithms [3], in particular the prohibitively high false-positive rates. Comparing accuracy in terms of precision (and to a limited degree also recall) is therefore the standard way of comparing different approaches. However, in the absence of ground-truth specifications, evaluating these metrics often requires time-consuming manual classification, i.e. discriminating between true, valuable patterns and false-positives. This distinction is not always obvious at first glance, since false-positives can be artifacts of the underlying data, e.g. auto-generated code, or issues with the mining algorithm and respective parameterization. The analysis is further complicated by the fact that, each existing tool typically has a unique interface, configuration mechanism, and representation of results.

With SpecTackle we aim to assist researchers in the specification mining and automated software engineering field by providing a platform which unifies experimentation with different existing specification mining tools. In particular, SpecTackle should help in understanding the characteristics of different mining tools, understanding the influence of parameters, as well as comparing the results of different tools. In its current version, SpecTackle features
• easy, streamlined access to two different specification mining tools,
• simplified tool configuration and usage through a shared interface,
• in-code visualization of pattern occurrences.

Built as a plugin for the IntelliJ platform, SpecTackle can analyze target projects using different mining tools, provides uniform parameterization and in-code visualization of patterns. While SpecTackle is still in an early stage of maturity, some immediate benefits can already be anticipated. Therefore the first benefit of using SpecTackle is that, as a curated collection of specification mining tools, it frees researchers of the necessity of searching out tools online. While a large number of tools have been published, in our experience many of them are actually unavailable, outdated or poorly documented. We envision shipping SpecTackle with batteries-included support for multiple different mining tools. Therefore its architecture allows the integration of heterogeneous usage-pattern representations. Currently, we support one graph-based tool, GrouMiner [4], as well one sequence-based miner. The second benefit is that researchers do not have to be familiar with the usage of different tools due to the homogeneous integration in the IDE plugin: selecting, configuring and executing algorithms work the same for any mining tool. The third benefit is that the results are always presented in the same way, no matter which mining
tool was used. The in-code visualization also facilitates understanding of patterns, as they are always shown directly in the relevant context. SpecTackle is available for download at https://cse.cs.ovgu.de/cse/spectackle/.

II. TOOL OVERVIEW

In this section, we introduce SpecTackle’s architecture for integrating heterogeneous specification miners and give an impression of the plugins currently supported features and usage.

A. SpecTackle Architecture

SpecTackle’s architecture is primarily designed to make integrating new mining backends as simple as possible. Developers who want to provide a plugin for a new mining backend only need to implement four interfaces shown in Figure 1. The IMiner interface wraps the actual mining algorithm. Besides the descriptive functions, it needs to be able to retrieve a list of the available configuration parameters, which are used to populate e.g. the settings dialog. The performMining method bootstraps the actual mining process and therefore requires a reference to the target project as its input. Any preprocessing required by the miner must also be encapsulated in this method and upon completion, it must return a list of IPattern instances. The generic definition of IPattern does not enforce any particular pattern meta-model such as sequences or graphs. Instead, we initially define patterns as collections of pattern occurrences (IPatternOccurrence), which represent actual instances of API usage patterns in source code. In combination with the AbstractPatternVisualizable decorator, any type of API usage pattern can be visualized directly in source code. For this purpose, visualizable implementations must define a method to locate the source file to open, as well as a method which returns the line numbers and color depths for the highlighting. The plugins for GrouMiner and the SequenceMiner follow exactly this schema. This way, the SpecTackle framework can take care of populating the configuration menu, starting the mining process, displaying the patterns and visualizing the pattern occurrences in source code.

B. Using SpecTackle

SpecTackle seamlessly integrates into JetBrains’ IntelliJ IDEA. Before starting an analysis, the first step is to select the desired mining tool and set the required parameters. For this purpose, we extended IntelliJ’s default settings dialog with a section for configuring the SpecTackle plugin. Besides selecting the active miner, there is a subpage for the settings of each mining tool. With regard to the particular mining tools, these pages show appropriate controls for specifying the minimum support, maximum pattern sizes or auxiliary tool paths. Figure 2 shows the configuration page for the sequence miner. To start the mining process for the selected tool and respective parameterization, only a single click in the analysis menu is needed. Once completed, the results pop up in the SpecTackle view, as shown for GrouMiner on the right-hand side of Figure 3. In this view, the folder nodes correspond to patterns, whereas each leaf node represents a single occurrence of a pattern in the analyzed source code. When an occurrence node is selected, the corresponding source file is opened in the default editor. In the editor, the lines corresponding to the selected pattern occurrence are highlighted by a blue background. If a line features more than once in an occurrence, it is emphasized using a darker color. Currently, two mining backends are supported: (1) GrouMiner[1] performs frequent subgraph mining on Graph Based Object Usage Models, a program representation related to control flow graphs and (2) our own sequential pattern miner which uses CFGs to statically enumerate execution traces for frequent
subsequence mining with SPMF [5]. The example in Figure 3 shows a typical usage pattern occurrence for Java’s StringBuilder class: splitting a target string, modifying the resulting segments, and recombining them by appending to a StringBuilder.

III. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, SpecTackle is the first framework which aims to assist researchers by providing homogenized access to different and potentially heterogeneous specification mining tools. Therefore, the relevant related work encompasses primarily papers which give ideas on how cross-tool evaluations can be performed. These can provide valuable input to the SpecTackle project but do not have the aspiration to be an extensible, re-usable experimentation platform.

Validation Frameworks. Pradel et al. developed a framework for analyzing three different miners which infer specifications in the form of finite-state automata (FSA). Their benchmark consists of 32 Java JDK classes and 32 corresponding, manually-formalized specifications. Then they analyzed the miners’ accuracy (precision, recall, and F1-score) in inferring these specifications from twelve open-source projects. In contrast to this validation framework, SpecTackle also strives to achieve comparability between heterogeneous pattern types, not just FSMs.

In a recent study on the effectiveness of detecting API misuses, the framework MuBenchPipe is used together with the MuBench dataset [6], [7]. They analyzed the ability of multiple miners (1) to find the known API misuses and (2) to assess whether further detected misuses represented actual bugs. MuBenchPipe is very useful in assessing misuse detection and also supports manual labeling of false-positives. However, it does not help in finding the causes of false-positives. In contrast, SpecTackle strives to find and mitigate weaknesses in mining approaches and, in this respect, is not restricted to any particular use case.

Benchmarks. For SpecTackle, the manually extracted JDK specification by Legunson et al. [8] could be particularly beneficial to provide some ground-truth for experimenting with different miners. Other approaches used the DaCapo benchmark [9], the MuBench benchmark [6], or the benchmark from the Boa project [10]. However, as these are not specifically tailored towards API specification mining, they are probably not as immediately useful for SpecTackle.

Another interesting source for benchmark projects are Android Apps, since they are structurally very similar and exhibit a natural repetitiveness in their code. Popular resources for such applications are Android Drawer1 and F-Droid2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented SpecTackle, an experimentation workbench for researchers in the specification mining domain. Our goal is to help researchers to improve on existing specification mining tools by providing them with a framework which helps its users to better understand how existing approaches work, how they compare to each other, and what the influences of different parameterizations are. In the previous sections, we described SpecTackle’s extensible architecture which allows the integration of heterogeneous mining tools, as well as its current capabilities of configuration and pattern visualization.

In addition to this primary goal, we also want to use SpecTackle to increase the awareness of how important it is to publish not only algorithm descriptions but also the practical tools and datasets. Both our own experiences and those of fellow-researchers indicate, that there is significant potential for improvement in this point.

1https://www.androiddrawer.com/
2https://f-droid.org/
Future Work

While the current features already constitute significant practical value, they are only the first steps in our vision for the SpecTackle project.

Toward better efficiency in manually assessing API usage patterns: Starting from the current features, we envision further extensions. First, we want to create a command-line distribution for use in headless environments such as high-performance servers. This distribution will export the mined patterns into an archive, which can later be imported into the IDE for visualization. Second, we want to allow users to annotate patterns as true- or false-positives, which would be convenient for creating the ground-truth benchmarks.

Toward heterogeneous specification miners in a homogeneous environment: Today, SpecTackle features two mining backends and a simple architecture for integrating additional source-code based mining tools. In future we aim to support many additional backends, which could also be created by other members of the research community. Next, we see the potential for an automated parameter optimization system. This would greatly help in determining appropriate parameters for different mining tools, which otherwise requires a deep understanding of the data and the underlying algorithms. However, optimization requires an appropriate loss-function, for example, based on precision, recall, or the F1-score. In any case, the computation requires either a benchmark with ground truth or some approximation thereof. Further, dynamic specification mining tools require not only the source-code of the benchmark projects but also appropriate input data. Sometimes, automatic test cases can provide a valid source of program input. If none exist, or if the existing tests are insufficient, we could consider automatic test-generation techniques, e.g. coverage-driven tools like EvoSuite [11].

Toward qualitative and quantitative comparability of specification miners: An important challenge in automatically comparing specification mining tools is matching equivalent usage patterns found by multiple miners. If this is not possible, one is restricted to quantitatively comparing accuracy statistics, essentially how many patterns were discovered by the candidate tools, without gaining insight into which sets of patterns were discovered by which tool. This can be found in [12]. A common meta-model would, in turn, Matching equivalent patterns across heterogeneous pattern types requires the semantics-preserving transformation to a common meta-model. Related work proposes several pattern types including frequent item-sets, frequent sequences, association rules, regular expressions, finite-state automata, temporal logic formulas, frequent sub-trees, and frequent sub-graphs [1]. We believe that a graph depicting temporal constraints between API elements could serve as the unifying meta-model because all of the aforementioned models can be transformed into a semantically equivalent graph representation. Ideas on how to match the semantically equivalent graphs expressed in a common meta-model can increase the value of standard benchmarks. We aim to outfit SpecTackle with benchmarks for different applications, such as the aforementioned work on JDK specifications by Pradel et al. [13]. This way, SpecTackle could be used to perform fully automated cross-tool evaluations.
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